Release Notes
Public Patch Release 1292 (2013-01-28)
1. Origin Product/Version
Open-Xchange Server 6 backend 6.22.1-rev10
Open-Xchange Server 6 frontend 6.22.1-rev7
Open-Xchange Server 6 usm 6.22.1-rev6

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release
Open-Xchange Server 6 backend 6.22.1-rev12
Open-Xchange Server 6 frontend 6.22.1-rev8
Open-Xchange Server 6 usm 6.22.1-rev7

3. Bugs fixed with this Patch Release
24519

Embedded Picture automatically removed while forwarding an email
When forwarding certain HTML E-mails with embedded images, the
image was incorrectly referenced in some cases. This has been fixed.

24395

Wrong sender name used when sending mails with OLOX2
When changing a users display- first- or lastname, the original name
was used for the E-Mail sender information when using Outlook. This
has been solved by providing the required information to the client.

24139

Configjump not working
After updating to 6.22.1, the “Extras” link at the UI “Configuration”
section vanished. This has been fixed.

23994

Google calendar refresh not working
The UI implementation for refreshing remote calendar data has been
adapted to a different API handling. Now the backend also honors this.

23985

SMS auto completion is not working
Auto-completing the recipient address at custom SMS communication
plugins did not work correctly when using contacts that just contain
phone numbers. This has been fixed.
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23882

“Read” flag did not get synchronized for public mail folders with “lrs”
rights
While browsing shared IMAP folders with certain access permissions
using Outlook, mails get re-set to “unread”. This has been solved by
providing appropriate information through the USM interface.

23778

Google Calendar subscription fails
Due to an API change at Google, several changes
implemented to access Google Calendar information again.

23251

have

been

Datamining tool is missing from release
With 6.22.1, the “datamining” tool was missing among the shipped
packages. This has been solved by putting the tool and all libraries to a
separate package “open-xchange-datamining”.

15864

E-Mail Attachments disappearing when forwarding a message
Image attachment are attached to a message although the associated
MIME part provides a Content-ID header. However, that header's value
is not referenced at all in associated mail text. Therefore treated as a
regular image file attachment. This has been fixed.

Changes of Configuration Files
- none Changes of Database Schemes
- none Changes of Command Line Tools
- none Changes of Behavior
- none Changes of Packaging
The package “open-xchange-datamining” now contains all required files and
libraries to analyze data for a given system.
Changes of Front-End Customizations
- none -
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4. Changes relevant for Developers
Changes of the HTTP API
- none Changes of the RMI API
- none Changes of the SOAP API
- none Changes of the WebDAV API
- none Changes of the GUI-API
- none -
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5. Tests
The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.
To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server
setup.
In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed
behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not
expect other side effects.

6. Fixed bugs
24519, 24395, 24139, 23994, 23985, 23882, 23778, 23251, 15864
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